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A B S T R A C T In five patients with sickle 9-thalas-
semia there was balanced a- and P-globin synthesis in
the bone marrow and decreased total P-chain synthesis
relative to that of a-chain in the peripheral blood. These
findings are similar to those in patients with simple 0-
thalassemia trait. Despite a range of hemoglobin con-
centrations from 6.8 to 12.5 g/100 ml in the patients
with sickle thalassemia, there was no evidence of a
significant excess of a-chains in the red cells of the bone
marrow which could contribute to the hemolysis and
anemia.

In patients heterozygous for p-thalassemia the ca-
pacity to synthesize p-chain decreases more rapidly than
that for a-chain. In nonthalassemic subjects the rates
of 3- and a-chain synthesis decrease equally as the red
cell matures. The PS- and A'-chains serve as convenient
markers for globin synthesis due to the nonthalassemic
and thalassemic alleles in patients with sickle P-thalas-
semia. The unbalanced globin synthesis in the periph-
eral blood of these patients is explained by the decrease
in relative synthesis of A5-chain, in comparison with that
of a-chain. This instability is not present in sickle cell
trait. The PA-chain synthesis was only unstable in the
two patients who had the most marked anemia. The
major mechanism for achieving balanced globin produc-
tion in the bone marrow in the presence of one thalas-
semic gene appears to be increased synthesis of p-chain
due to the nonthalassemic allele. In addition, there may
be a decrease of total a-chain synthesis in some patients.

INTRODUCTION
In 3-thalassemia there is decreased synthesis of the fi-
chain of normal adult hemoglobin (Hb A) in the pe-
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ripheral blood. These measurements of the last stages
of hemoglobin synthesis in the reticulocyte do not re-
flect accurately the relative synthesis of globin chains
throughout the major period of red cell maturation in
the bone marrow. In heterozygous 9-thalassemia, p-
chain synthesis in the reticulocytes is approximately
one-half that of a-chain (2-5), while in the bone mar-
row of two patients there was balanced synthesis of
globin chains similar to that found in controls (6). In
homozygous P-thalassemia, the production of p-chain is
less than 25% that of a-chain in peripheral blood (2-5),
but in the bone marrow it is frequently somewhat
higher (7, 8). The findings in the heterozygotes in
particular suggest that the nucleated red cell is able to
compensate for the depression of P-chain synthesis due
to the thalassemic gene and to maintain balanced globin
synthesis. After the loss of the nucleus the red cell is
no longer able to compensate, and decreased p-chain
production in relation to that of a-chain becomes
apparent.

In this study the structurally abnormal P-chain in
patients with sickle P-thalassemia was used as a marker
to distinguish between the synthesis of P-chains due
to the thalassemic and nonthalassemic genes in the bone
marrow and peripheral blood. In addition, the relation-
ship between globin synthesis and clinical severity in
sickle P-thalassemia was investigated. Five patients
with sickle P-thalassemia in whom Hb A was present
in decreased amounts were chosen so that the synthesis
of PS-, pA- and a-chains could be studied and compared.

METHODS
Patients. The patients studied included four American

Negroes and one Italian with sickle p-thalassemia, and three
Italians and one Iraqi with P-thalassemia trait. The five
patients with sickle P-thalassemia each had greater than 68%
Hb S, 7-22% Hb A, and red cell morphology consistent with
the disorder (Table I). Patient G. P. had his spleen removed
3 yr before this study. Two of the Italian patients with
P-thalassemia trait (E. D. and J. C.) were parents of chil-
dren with severe homozygous p-thalassemia in whom P-chain
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TABLE I
Hematologic Data

Red blood
Subject Age Hemoglobin Hematocrit cells Reticulocytes Hb A2 Hb F Hb A Hb S

yr g/loo ml % 10'6/mm3 % % % % %

Sickle jl-thalassemia
K. E. 29 12.5 39 5.31 3.8 5.2 4.8 22.0 68.0
G. P. 19 12.2 37 5.26 1.5 * 10.0 7.0 83.0
E. W. 48 11.6 37 5.05 1.4 * 0.8 8.7 90.5
M. F. 35 8.7 26 3.77 2.0 * 4.4 14.6 81.0
S. B. 21 6.8 25 3.09 4.5 4.2 1.0 13.3 81.5

,3-thalassemia trait
J. C. 43 11.0 38 5.45 4.3 5.0 2.7 92.3 0
H. A. 28 13.7 44 6.90 2.8 5.0 0.8 94.2 0
V. C. 41 13.7 44 6.39 0.9 4.5 1.0 94.5 0
L. S. 28 9.8 32 5.14 2.7 5.2 0.6 94.2 0

* Not done.

production was not totally absent. All the patients with
p-thalassemia trait had increased levels of Hb A2. Four non-
thalassemic control subjects with hemolytic anemia were also
studied.

Clinical studies. Hematologic values were determined by
standard methods (9). The percentages of Hb A2 in patients
with thalassemia trait and Hb S in those with sickle thalas-
semia were determined by starch block electrophoresis (10).
The normal range for Hb A2 by this method in our labora-
tory is 1.8-3.3%o (mean ±2 SD). Fetal hemoglobin (Hb F)
was measured by the alkali denaturation method (11). Nor-
mal subjects have less than 2%o Hb F.

Measurements of globin chain synthesis. 4 ml of periph-
eral blood or bone marrow were incubated with 10-15 ,uCi of
L-[U-"C]leucine (100 /ACi/0.052 mg) in a metabolic shaker
at 370C for 2 h, after which the red cells were washed and
hemolyzed (12). The hemolysate was centrifuged at 15,000 g
for 1 h to remove stroma. Globin was prepared as previously
described (12). The globin chains were separated by column
chromatography on carboxymethyl cellulose at pH 6.7 in 8 M
urea (12, 13). The optical density at 280 nm of each of the
collected fractions was measured in Gilford spectrophoto-
meter (Gilford Instrument Laboratories, Inc., Oberlin, Ohio).
Radioactivity of a 1.0 ml sample from each tube was mea-
sured in a Packard Tri-Carb liquid scintillation counter
(Packard Instrument Co., Inc., Downers Grove, Ill.) at 60%
efficiency for "C (12). The total radioactivity of the peak
containing each chain was determined by adding the separate
radioactivities of the fractions contained in that peak. The
relative synthesis of the two types of ,-chain to a-chain was
expressed as the ps/a and the P'/a ratios. The calculation of
specific activity (counts per minute/optical density) for each
chain was obtained by averaging the specific activities of the
tubes comprising the height of each globin peak. The absorp-
tion of p-chain exceeds that of a-chain by a factor of 1.52 at
pH 6.7 (12). An appropriate correction for this absorption
difference at 280 nm was made in calculating the specific
activities.

In one experiment two different methods were used to
study bone marrow. In addition to incubating bone marrow
aspirate as described above, 3.5 ml of bone marrow were
mixed with two volumes of 3% dextran (Dextran 75, Abbot

Laboratories, N. Chicago, Ill.) and were allowed to sediment
for 1 h (7). The nucleated cell fraction was recovered by
centrifugation of the supernatant suspension. The recovered
cells were suspended in 3 ml of the patient's plasma contain-
ing 6 mg of glucose, 10 ,uCi of ["C]leucine were added, and
the mixture was incubated in a metabolic shaker at 37°C for
2 h. At the end of the incubation a 3 ml sample of centrifuged
peripheral red blood cells from the patient was added as
nonradioactive carrier. The remainder of the procedure for
separating globin chains and measuring radioactivity was
identical to that described above.

RESULTS
The hematologic values of the patients with p-thalas-
semia are summarized in Table I. Each patient had
decreased red cell indices, hypochromia, microcytosis,
and variations in red cell size and shape seen on the
peripheral blood smear. In many of the patients the
reticulocytes were increased. There was mild to mod-
erate erythroid hyperplasia in the bone marrow of each
of the patients. Hb A2 was elevated in each patient with
thalassemia trait, and Hb F was normal or only slightly
increased. Because of the difficulty to obtaining clear
separations of Hb S and Hb A2 by starch block electro-
phoresis, levels of Hb A2 were not determined in every
patient with sickle thalassmia. The Hb A2 in these
patients was judged to be elevated on inspection of
separations of the hemoglobins by starch gel electro-
phoresis. Since each of these patients had some Hb A
present, the diagnosis of sickle thalassemia was certain.

Table II summarizes the results of the studies of
globin synthesis in the patients with p-thalassemia trait.
The 8/a ratios of specific activities in the peripheral
blood were similar to those found in our laboratory in
other 8-thalassemia heterozygotes, 0.57+0.09 (1 SD).
The specific activity and radioactivity ratios in the
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TABLE I I
Subunit Synthesis in j-Thalassemia Trait

Peripheral blood ratios Bone marrow ratios

Specific Radio- Specific Radio-
activity activity activity activity

Subject #/a /a /a Ka

J. C. 0.59 0.64 1.00 1.06
1.12* 1.17*

H. A. 0.64 0.68 0.97 0.97
V. C. 0.60 0.59 1.01 0.94
L. S. 0.70 0.64 0.92 0.87

* Nucleated cells separated by dextran sedimentation.

blood correspond closely to each other in these patients,
indicating that the amounts of nonradioactive a- and
P-chain in the blood are approximately equal. In the

bone marrow studies both the radioactivity and specific
activity ratios indicate approximately equal synthesis
of a- and a-chains. These findings confirm those in two
other patients with j3-thalassemia trait previously studied
in our laboratory (6). In the earlier experiments bone
marrow globin synthesis was studied in nucleated red
cells separated from bone marrow aspirate by dextran
sedimentation. The results obtained by this method and
by incubation of whole bone marrow aspirate were

compared in the present study in patient J. C. The P/a
ratio in sedimented cells was similar to that obtained
on marrow which was not sedimented before incubation
(Table II). The sedimented cells had a P/a specific
activity ratio of 1.12 while the whole marrow had a

lower ratio of 1.00, perhaps reflecting the decreased
ratio of 0.59 found in the reticulocytes of the peripheral
blood contained in the aspirate. The radioactivity in-
corporated in the a-chain in the whole bone marrow

incubation was 12.4 times that incorporated in the
a-chain in an equal volume of peripheral blood, indicat-
ing that an adequate population of nucleated cells had
been obtained.
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FIGURE 1 Chromatograms of globin from peripheral blood
and bone marrow of patient K. E. with sickle g3-thalassemia.
The (PS+pA)/a ratio of radioactivities in the peripheral
blood is 0.78, while in the bone marrow it is 1.09.

In the remainder of the patients, bone marrow was in-
cubated without prior sedimentation. In the experiments
in which intact marrow aspirate was used, the radio-
activity incorporated into globin chains was 3-25 times
the amount incorporated into peripheral blood globin
from the same patient drawn at the same time.

Fig. 1 shows a typical separation of globin chains
from the peripheral blood and bone marrow of a patient
with sickle thalassemia (K. E.). The results of globin
synthesis studies in each of the patients with sickle 9-
thalassemia are summarized in Table III. The mean

TABLE III
Subunit Synthesis in Sickle 1-Thalassemia

Peripheral blood ratios Bone marrow ratios

Specific activity Radioactivity Specific activity Radioactivity

Subject ak/a BA/C Os/a #A,/a (AS + A) /a 38/a #A/a ISNTa lA/a (nO + 3A) a

K. E. 0.74 0.87 0.58 0.20 0.78 1.00 0.94 0.87 0.22 1.09
G. P. 0.70 1.08 0.56 0.19 0.75 1.04 1.04 0.84 0.13 0.97
E. W. 0.74 1.12 0.49 0.24 0.73 0.98 1.14 0.74 0.24 0.98
M. F. 0.61 0.60 0.63 0.17 0.80 0.99 0.96 0.84 0.27 1.11
S. B. 0.76 0.61 0.53 0.15 0.68 1.11 0.96 0.73 0.23 0.96
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(,a'+8±)/a radioactivity ratio in the peripheral blood
was 0.75 (range 0.68-0.80), demonstrating unbalanced
globin synthesis. In the bone marrow studies, total
synthesis of A-chain was approximately equal to that of
a-chain, the mean (P5 + PA)/a radioactivity ratio being
1.02 (0.96-1.11). In each bone marrow study, the syn-
thesis of PS-chains was greater than that of A'-chains
by a factor of 3.1-6.5, as indicated by the radioactivity
ratios, demonstrating the presence of a thalassemic
defect affecting the synthesis of PA-globin. In each
patient the PS/a and PA/a ratios of specific activities
in the bone marrow were close to one (0.94-1.14), indi-
cating that the relative amounts of these three chains
synthesized in the bone marrow were similar to the
relative amounts of these chains present in mature red
cells.

A comparison of the specific activity ratios from the
bone marrow samples with those of the peripheral blood
indicates the changes in relative synthesis of globin
chains which occur as the red cell matures into a
reticulocyte (Table III). In each patient the #8/a ratio
of specific activities in the peripheral blood is lower
than in the bone marrow, the mean decrease being 31%
(25-38%). The P8S/a ratio of specific activities in the
peripheral blood compares the relative synthesis of I8-
and a-chains with the relative sizes of the nonradio-
active pools of these chains. In each patient the ratio
was considerably lower than one, the mean ratio being
0.71 (0.61-0.76). This figure confirms the finding of a
decrease in P8/a from bone marrow to peripheral blood
of 31%, and indicates a more rapid loss of synthetic
activity for PS.-chain than for a-chain.

In two of the patients (M. F. and S. B.) the PA/a
ratio of specific activities was also decreased to a simi-
lar degree (38 and 37%). This finding suggests a more
rapid decline of PA_ and P'-synthesis than that of a-
chain in these patients. In the other three patients
(K. E., G. P., and E. W.) the PA/a ratios of specific
activities in peripheral blood and bone marrow were
similar. In these patients the synthesis of P'-chain
appeared to decline more rapidly than either that of
pA_ or a-chain.

The P/a specific activity ratios in peripheral blood
in controls in our laboratory were 0.99±0.05 (1 SD).
In four nonthalassemic patients studied as controls, the
P/8a ratios in the bone marrow were 0.94-1.06.

DISCUSSION

In this study globin synthesis was investigated in nine
patients with heterozygous P-thalassemia, of whom five
patients had sickle thalassemia and four had P-thalas-
semia trait. The results confirm the findings in two other
patients with p-thalassemia trait reported earlier from
our laboratory (6). In each patient there was decreased

total P-chain synthesis relative to that of a-chain in the
peripheral blood reticulocytes and balanced synthesis in
the bone marrow cells. These findings indicate that the
marrow cells of heterozygotes are capable of attaining
balanced globin synthesis despite the presence of one
thalassemic gene. After loss of the nucleus, the ability to
synthesize P-chain decreases more rapidly than the ability
to synthesize a-chain.

Despite a variation in clinical severity in the patients
with sickle thalassemia, including hemoglobin concentra-
tions ranging from 6.8 to 12.5 g/1OO ml, there was bal-
anced globin synthesis in the marrow of each patient.
Accumulation of excess a-chain in bone marrow eryth-
rocytes thus does not appear to contribute to the hemoly-
sis and anemia found in sickle thalassemia. A recent
abstract (14) described four patients with sickle thalas-
semia and hemoglobin concentrations above 10 g/100 ml
who similarly had decreased P-chain synthesis in the
peripheral blood and balanced synthesis in the marrow.
In contrast a symptomatic patient in that study with a
hemoglobin concentration of 8.0 g/100 ml had a higher
P/a ratio in the bone marrow than in the peripheral blood
but did not have balanced synthesis. The reason for the
difference between this patient and the nine others who
have been studied is not clear.

The mean (pS +±P)/a radioactivity ratio in the periph-
eral blood of the patients with sickle thalassemia (0.75)
in this study was somewhat higher than the P/a ratio
in P-thalassemia trait (0.59). In the group with sickle
thalassemia there was no difference between the ratios
of the Italian (G. P., 0.75) and the Negro patients.
Each of the patients with sickle thalassemia had a thalas-
semia gene producing some normal P-chain, although in
diminished amounts. Whether the patients with P-thal-
assemia trait had a similar type of gene or one causing
no P-chain production at all, perhaps accounting for the
difference in ratios, could not be determined.

In patients with sickle thalassemia the P'-chain is a
convenient marker for the synthesis of globin due to the
nonthalassemic P-allele. In sickle cell heterozygotes who
do not have a gene for thalassemia, the ability to syn-
thesize P'-, Ps-, and a-chains decreases equally as the red
cell matures (15, 16, and footnote 1). The findings in
the five patients with sickle thalassemia differ from those
in patients with sickle cell trait. In each patient with
sickle thalassemia in the present study, the P5/a ratio in
the peripheral blood was reduced from that in the mar-
row. The rate of synthesis of P'-chain thus decreases
more rapidly than that of a-chain as the cell matures,
suggesting a relative instability of the messenger RNA
for the nonthalassemic P-allele compared to that for
a-chain. In two patients P'-chain synthesis was as un-

I Schwartz, E., and Sh. Friedman. Unpublished observa-
tions.
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stable as that of PS-chain, while in the other three pa-
tients A'-chain synthesis was as stable as that of a-chain.
Unstable synthesis of globin chain due to the thalassemic
allele, and perhaps instability of the thalassemic mes-
senger RNA, was thus present in only two of the five
patients with sickle thalassemia. The two lowest hemo-
globin concentrations were present in the patients (M. F.
and S. B.) who had instability of synthesis of both pS-
and PA-chains.

Approximately 38% of the total hemoglobin in pa-
tients with sickle-cell trait is Hb S (17). If the average
mean cell hemoglobin (MCH)2 is 30 pg, then there is
about 11.4 pg of Hb S and 5.7 pg of PS-chain per red cell
in these patients. The average amount of PS-chain per
red cell in the patients with sickle thalassemia in the
present study was 9.4 pg (7.9-10.3 pg) (calculated from
Table I). The nucleated red cells in these patients ap-
pear to have compensated in part for the thalassemic
defect by increasing the output of the nonthalassemic
P-chain (Ps) by 39-81%. The data available on these
patients do not indicate whether there was also stimula-
tion of the thalassemic allele to increase its output
slightly since the "normal" amount of synthesis by the
thalassemic allele is not known.

The total amount of a-chain per cell in heterozygous
f3-thalassemia is usually reduced, as indicated by the
decreased MICH found in most patients. Since a-chain
in the cell may be reduced by as much as one-third
(ICH = 20 pg) (calculated from Table I), changes
which occur in the peripheral blood reticulocyte alone
cannot explain the total reduction. In the bone marrow,
where the major part of globin synthesis occurs, there is
balanced globin synthesis. Since the P/a ratio of one
present in nascent globin chains isolated from bone mar-
row polyribosomes is similar to that in intact cells (18),
selective rapid proteolysis of newly formed a-chains
probably does not occur. It is thus the synthesis of total
a-chain which is probably reduced in those patients with
heterozygous P-thalassemia who have a decreased mean
cell hemoglobin.

The data presented here are consistent with the hy-
pothesis that in heterozygous P-thalassemia there is com-
pensatory synthesis of P-chain in the bone marrow cells
in response to the presence of the P-thalassemia defect.
The compensatory synthesis primarily involves the non-
thalassemic P-globin allele, perhaps by means of increased
synthesis of messenger RNA. There may be a more rapid
breakdown of messenger RNAproduced in excess by the
nonthalassemic P-chain allele. In some patients, but not
in all, there is also a more rapid decrease of synthesis

'Abbreviation used in this paper: MCH, mean cell hemo-
globin.

of the P-chain from the thalassemic allele. The stimulus
for compensatory synthesis of P-chain is uncertain, but
it may involve the size of the free a-chain pool in the
nucleated red cells (19). In many patients a-chain syn-
thesis is probably also decreased, accounting for the
hypochromia usually found. The final verification of
these hypotheses concerning the rates of production and
destruction of messenger RNAawaits the development of
methods for accurate quantitation of hemoglobin mes-
senger in human red cells.
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